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The first event of the month which was organized by
National Service Scheme of Ram Lal Anand College was a
poster making competition on the occasion of World AIDS

Day, December 1st. It was in collaboration with Red Ribbon
club and was also supported by Delhi States AIDS control

society. The theme of this event was “Remember and
commit”. A total of 30 volunteers participated in this

competition and the winners were awarded with cash prizes.
The painting competition for AIDS awareness not only

showcased the artistic talents within the community but also
played a crucial role in advancing the dialogue surrounding
HIV/AIDS. Through the universal language of art, the event
succeeded in educating, inspiring, and promoting a sense of

solidarity in the ongoing fight against AIDS.
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Volunteering is at the very core of being a human. No one
has made it through life without someone else’s help.The

National Service Scheme of Ram Lal Anand College to
acknowledge the selfless contribution of volunteers towards
the society organized an event by requiring the volunteers to
submit past/present photos showcasing volunteerism on 5th
December 2023.A total of 132 volunteers , 68 being female,

actively participated in the event showcasing their
contributions towards society while reflecting the core
activities of NSS like plantation drive , blood donation,

educational camps , material donation drives which are the true
essence of social service and these pictures showed the charm of

the event .
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The  NSS Unit also took a commendable step towards
fostering awareness about drug addiction among the youth by

organizing a significant activity under the 'Nasha Mukt
Bharat Abhiyan'.The initiative aimed to engage students and
contribute to build a drug-free India. The event,held on 23rd

December witnessed active participation from NSS
volunteers, Volunteers sent their entries as short videos

sharing views via slogan singing etc, to spread awareness. A
total of 31 volunteers out of which 17 were female volunteers,

presented their thoughts in an engaging and supportive
form. In summary, the NSS Unit of RLAC made a significant

contribution to the 'Nasha Mukt Bharat Abhiyan' by
organizing an impactful awareness activity.
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